Schwinger-Dyson equations are used to study the large N limit of U(N) gauge theory on several small lattices. Explicit solutions are found which are beyond the reach of existing steepest descent technique. They show a phase transition in a three placquette model at coupling resembling the known transition in the one placquette model, and lending support to expectations of a similar transition in the four dimensional lattice theory. ThTs--work-wa_s __ -----part by the Energy Physics Division of the u.s. of Energy contract No. H-7405-ENG-48. -2l <> Introduction -.. ---~------The U(co) lattice gauge theory differs qualitatively from the U(!'J) or SU(N) theories in having an infinite number of internal degrees of freedom per unit volunn of space-t.ime4>-Gross and \~'itten 1], using the steepest descen technique of [2], solved exactly the large N limit of U{N) gauge theory on a single placquette and found peculiarities attributable to just this difference. The free energy and correllation fLmct].ons depend analytically on the coupling constant except at a single critical value, which marks a continuous transition between weak and strong coupling phases.. The average eigenvalue distribution of the placquette variable (an NxN unitary matrix) covers the entire unit circle in the strong coupling regime, but for small coupling constant is excluded from a neighborhood of -1. This paper presents some new exact results for U(co) gauge theories on small lattices. The mai~ result is for a three placquette model which consists essentially of two unitary matrices governed by the action S(U 1 , The steepest descent method (in the form used in [ and 2]) fails here because the number of true degrees of freedom goes as rather than N. We look instead to the Schwinger-Dyson equations recently derived for lattice gauge theories[3,4]. Because of symmetries special to the three placquette lattice, the N~ Schwinger-Dyson equations close on a manageable subset of the correllation functions, Extending a technique suggested by Foerster [5], and employing an ansatz suggested by nur.1erical calculation of the strong coupling expansion, we find in closed form the unique solution of these equations which is consistent with the strong coupling expansion and analytic in the coupling constant in a neighborhood of
infinity. This solution cannot be continued below a critical value of the coupling constant, and the behavior of the one placquette spectral density is qualitatively similar to that found by Gross and Hitten.
The same techniques are used to calculate the spectral density at N~ of the product of two independent placquette variables with action S=-~lltr(U 1 +U 2 +adjoints). Again qualitative aspects of the one placquette model are confirmed.
In only one small respect does the one placquette model seem to be atypical. The phase transition there is signaled by a change in the asymptotic behavior at large k of the k-th Fourier coefficient of the average spectral distribution of the placquette variable. In the strong coupling phase the coefficients vanish identically for large k; in the weak coupling phase they diminish as a power of k. But the strong coupiing behavior is anomalous; in the more complicated models the Fourier coefficients decay exponentially in k, the rate of decay vanishing at the transition point.
These results are presented to serve three purposes: to add confidence that the phase transition found in the one placquette model will also be present in more realistic models; to refine slightly expectations of the location and characteristics of the transition; and to give complete, non-terminating strong coupling expansions for correllation functions in a U(co) lattice gauge model, to be used as sources and test cases for conjectures on the general structure of the strong coupling, 1/N double expansion.
The organization of the paper is as follows.
In Section where the integral is taken around the unit circle.
We determine when (11) and (13) can be satisfied simultaneously. use the residue formula to write
where the contour of integration is a small circle around the origin.
Deform the integration path until it surrounds the branch cut of ~F(z), then use steepest descent to find the large k behavior. 
Gauge invariance c4n be used to eliminate giving a two matrix version:
but the three matrix version better revea1s the symmetries of the model.,
The measure of interest is
The gauge transformations take (D 1 , The first step in applying the analytic-algebraic technique is to notice that the N9D Schwinger-Dyson equations close on the correllation functions generated by
To see this, start from the quantity
replace with and proceed as in (4)-(6) to arrive at (24) where -10 -
Some algebraic manipulation gives 
Similarly (0, 0)+wR 2 (w, 0). Equation (37) refers only to information contained in R(w,z); this is the closure property claimed above.
A more useful form of (37) is obtained by the following manipulations. Expand both sides of (37) in power series in w and use 
where U has the spectral distribution found in section 2. Thus M(z) could in principle be calculated directly, but there seems no convenient way to do so.
Instead we again look for a convenient set of correllation functions which include those generated by M(z) and on which the Schwinger-Dyson equations close. We use -1 0-zu 1 u 2 ) >. Considering the ordering influence of the lattice action in more a zero occurs in the density at z=-1, and differentiability fails there. than two dimensions it is plausible that an order-disorder transition
Actually this was to be expected. The interaction between placquettes should always occur at The three placquette example at least strengthens the ordering effect of the action, so ought to encourage the encourages this expectation, And it is plausible that the strong couphase transition to occur at an even smaller value of ~c than in a pling phase should be characterized by spectral densities with exponenmodel ·,;i th independent placquettes. This is exactly what happens: tially decaying Fourier coefficients(c.orresponding to generating func-c=l/3 in the three placquette model, in the one placquette model. tions z) analytic in disks of radii greater than .) But the simple
The two placquette calculation gives the spectral distribution of global analytic structures of the toy model generating functions at and the product of two matrices ;vhose individual spectral distributions are bey.ond the transition to the weak coupling phase seem tied to the fact fixed but which are subject to extreme relative disordering, as that they are solutions of a finite set of algebraic equations in a findescribed in (58). It seems possible that the additional disorder would i te number of variables. This does not seem likely to be the case for produce a smooth spectral density even in the weak coupling phase. But even slightly larger lattices.
this does not happen. Hhenever the individual placquette matrices are forbidden a range of eigenvalues around -1 the product matrix is also; 
